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Abstract— This paper describes a wide-band sharp-rejection
active-RC low pass filter (LPF) for pulse-based UWB IEEE
802.15.4a WPA, applications. Sharp rejection is attributed to
the combination of different AC characteristic of three biquads
in series. A simple operational amplifier (Op-amp) is adopted
to ensure high frequency performance for the designed filter.
The LPF is designed in 0.13µm TSMC CMOS process. The
cutoff frequency is 380MHz with about 50% of the tuning
range from 300-500MHz. The rejection is 40 dB at 600 MHz.
The passband ripple is less than 1.5dB and the filter consumes
4.6mA from 1.2V supply. Core chip size is 580 x 700µm2.

I. INTRODUCTION
IEEE 802.15.4a standard has recently adopted UWB as
physical layer, which is capable of providing accurate
ranging and positioning [1]. The goal of this low data rate
(LDR) wireless personal area network (WPAN) networks
standard is to provide joint communications and high
accuracy positioning in future sensor networks. Short pulses
with the channel bandwidth of 499.2 MHz are transmitted
allowing ranging accuracy of 1 meter [2]. 802.15.4a
supports three bands of operation, sub-1GHz band, low
band (3.1-4.8GHz), and high band (6-10.6GHz) with 16
channels in total. Fig. 1(a) shows the frequency planning of
three subbands in the low band.
LPF is a key building block in the transmission system,
mostly designed for channel selection and anti-alias. In
802.15.4a UWB, the whole spectrum is divided into several
sub-channels [2], each of these channels can easily cause the
interference on its both side adjacent ones or in an opposite
way, the accumulated interferences from other channels can
overlap on one given channel. Because of that severe
inherent characteristics of subbanded UWB, high
performance LPF is needed.
The LPF is required to have high rejection ratio, so that it
can suppress the interference from adjacent channels. More
over, it should have high linearity and wide bandwidth to
meet the requirement of UWB. Fig 1(b) shows the required
specification for the UWB LPF based on the system analysis.
802.15.4a also poses challenges for low-power dissipation
and low-cost design.
Recently published LPF for UWB show high frequency
characteristics, however, the attenuation ratio is moderate
with large power consumption [3]-[4]. For wideband LPF,
Gm-C LPF is often used but it is limited in linearity,
dynamic range and sensitive to parasitic [5]. Previous
published works of active RC LPF are often for narrow band

Figure 1. Impulse UWB channel selection requirement for LPF

applications, most papers show the cutoff frequency in the
range of a hundred MHz are gm-C type [6]-[9].
In active-RC LPF, the tradeoff between high frequency
characteristic and the cost of high power consumption
always poses a challenge for designers. Active-RC or Opamp based LPF has better linearity, dynamic range. With a
new structure of Op-amp, the cutoff frequency can be
extended to satisfy the UWB bandwidth requirement and
take advantages of opamp-RC LPF.
In this paper, a wide-band, high linearity Op-amp RC LPF
for impulse UWB with sharp rejection is presented. A
special technique to increase the roll-off of the filter is
proposed. A simple Op-amp is used to ensure high frequency
performance of the designed filter with low current
consumption. Digital tuning is adopted to deal with process
variation. The filter is designed in 0.13µm TSMC CMOS
process. A proposed filter, among the first few of its type,
has very good performance, proven itself suitable for
wideband applications like UWB.
II. LPF DESIGN
Each impulse UWB channel is 499.2 MHz wide according
to IEEE 802.15.4a, thus the ADC needs to sample at Nyquist
frequency, which is about 1 GHz. For anti-aliasing, the
cutoff frequency of LPF is chosen around 400MHz from
system simulation and prototype experiment. For this high
cutoff frequency, most of the data information is transmitted
and received, thus the SNR is improved.
As aforementioned, the LPF is required to have very high
rejection ratio. Rejection ratio or attenuation ratio is defined

as the different level of signal in the pass-band compared to
that at a given frequency. In this design, the frequency of
concern for rejection is at 600 MHz. High linearity feature is
also demanded, hence, out of band interferences do not
create inter-modulation which fall in the pass-band.
The order of the filter is determined based on the type of
filter, cutoff frequency and signal attenuation ratio
requirement.
Classical configurations are Bessel,
Chebysheve, Elliptical and Butterworth filters. Among them,
Butterwoth give the high rejection ratio with the same order
while requires a reasonable Q factor.
A. TopologySelection
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depends mostly on the first stage, thus, the first stage should
have higher gain or highest peaking but linearity is trade-off.

Figure 2. Block diagram of the 6th order RC LPF

To achieve high attenuation ratio as required in Fig. 1(b),
the number of order for Butterworth LPF (nBu) calculated
from (1) should be larger than 12 based on the theory
analysis in [10], which leads to a very complex, large chip
size and high power circuit.
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where ωs and ωp is the stop-band and pass-band frequency,
αmax is the ripple at the pass-band and αmax is the attenuation
at the stop-band. Because of that, 6th order LPF topology is
chosen as a compromise of those constraints. The whole
structure of 6th order LPF is shown in Fig. 2 with three
Biquad stages. In order to satisfy the attenuation ratio with
low order filter, a new technique is proposed which employs
the steep slope at the peaking point of a Biquad.
B. Proposed Sharp Rejection Technique
Shown in Fig. 3 are the three different AC characteristics
of the three Biquads to demonstrate the proposed technique.
Each Biquad has the peaking at different frequencies. When
cascading them, the frequency responses are combined. At
the cut-off frequency, sharpest slope is obtained while at
other frequencies in the pass-band, flat AC response is
achieved.
From Fig. 3, Biquad 1 has highest peaking or Q-factor
near the cutoff frequency (at 385 MHz), leading to a sharp
slope. Biquad 2 has high attenuation at the cutoff frequency
to compensate with the frequency response of Biquad 1.
Hence, Biquad 3 should have moderate peaking at lower
frequencies (at 250 MHz) to compensate with the attenuation
of Biquad 1 at these low frequencies. As a result, when the
three frequency responses of Biquads are combined, very
sharp attenuation is achieved at the corner frequency and the
flat frequency response in the whole bandwidth.
The proper arrangement of three Biquads also helps
reduce the noise figure (NF) and linearity. Because the NF

C. Biquad
A Biquad is shown in Fig. 4 equivalent to a 2nd order LPF.
It consists of two Op-amp and other passive components R
and C. The transfer function of the Biquad is presented as in
(2).
−1/ R1 R3C1C2
T (s) = 2
(2)
s + (1/ R2 C2 )s + 1/ R2 R3C1C2
From (2), the cut-off frequency (ωcutoff), Q factor and gain
(H) of the Biquad are determined by R and C values as

ωcutoff =

R
R42 C2
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1
, Q=
R2 R3C1C2
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C2 will be used to adjust the peaking or Q-factor of the
Biquad since other components relating to other
specifications are fixed. By changing the values of the
passive components, the desired AC characteristics are
obtained for each Biquad.
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Figure 4. 2nd order Biquad struture with key tuning components

D. Op-Amp
Operational amplifier (Op-amp) is the core circuit in
designing the RC LPF. It will determine the frequency
characteristics, linearity and voltage swing of the whole LPF.
In order to have high frequency performance, a simple Opamp is used in this design, shown in Fig. 5.

The Op-amp has two stages, transconductance stage and
the output buffer. The buffer stage has the unit gain and its
main function is for the output impedance matching. Diode
connected PMOS transistors are used as the load of the Opamp, the gain of the Op-amp without PMOS cross
connection is represented as
AV =

g m × RL
1 + g m × Rdeg eneration

(4)

where RL=1/gmp, gm and gmp are the transconductance of
transistor M3,4 and M7,8, respectively.
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Figure 6. Frequency and Q-factore digital tuning circuit diagram
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Figure 5. Proposed simple Op-Amp topology

Due to the tradeoff between the current consumption and
gain, to have high gain with a given limited amount of
current, a cross connection at the PMOS load transistors M5,6
is adopted. This cross connection creates the negative
transconductance (-gmc) which compensate positive gmp of
the diode connected PMOS and gds of M3,4. Thus the total
transconductance at the load is reduced leading to the
improvement of the gain as specified in due to the increase
of RL (5).

RL =

1
1
=
Gtotal g m 7 − g m6 + g ds 3 + g ds 4 + g ds 5

(5)

From (7), when gmp7,8 and gmc5,6 are designed with close
values, RL can be significantly increased and so is the gain.
Another advantage of the op-amp shown in Fig. 5 is selfbiasing. No current reference or common mode feedback is
required for the load avoiding additional power dissipation
The Op-amp has two poles, the dominant one is at the
output node and the other one is at the drain of PMOS load
transistors. Those transistor sizes are selected with small
channel length to put the pole far away from the dominant
one. Thus, the Op-amp has very high frequency
characteristic. Degeneration resistor R is used to increase the
linearity of the Op-amp as well as of overall LPF.
E. Tuning circuitry
An important feature in practical continuous time filter
design is the corner frequency variation due to process
variation, temperature and voltage. The corner frequency is
set by the absolute values of R and C components. However,
those values can very as much as 25 %.
In order to deal with corner frequency variation, in this
design, a digital tuning circuit is adopted. From the transfer

function of the Biquad (2), by varying the value of resistor
R3, the corner frequency can be changed as in (3). We do not
choose the capacitor value tuning because the value of
capacitor is small and close to the parasitic value and very
sensitive to process variation, thus, the tuning is not accurate.
Two control bits are used at the input resulting 4
frequency steps at the output. An array of 4 different value
resistors from R0÷R3 is implemented at the position of R3 in
each Biquad. The output of the decoder will turn on the
switch, SW0÷SW3, as a result, the value of the resistor is
selected corresponding to the input bit combination. The
digital tuning block is shown in Fig. 6.
During the cut-off frequency tuning, the peaking or Qfactor is varied, leading to the high ripple near the corner
frequency. To flatten the AC response, Q-tuning is realized
simultaneously with the corner frequency tuning. In Fig. 6,
by changing the value of R4, Q factor is varied resulting to a
flat AC response along overall LPF pass-band.
III.

SIMULATION RESULTS

The UWB LPF is designed using 0.13 um TSMC CMOS
technology in Cadence with the voltage supply of 1.2V.
A. LPF AC Characteristic
The AC characteristic of the designed LPF is shown in
Fig. 7. The cut-off frequency at 3 dB is 380 MHz.

Figure 7. Single AC characteristic of the LPF with sharp slope

To meet the strict requirement of out-of-band attenuation,
the corner frequency is adjusted to 380MHz instead of
400MHz. As a result, the attenuation is 40 dBr at 600 MHz.
This filter has very sharp slope at the cutoff frequency
compared to other filters designed in conventional way by
cascading a number of small order filter stages. The passband ripple is less than 1.5 dB. Almost constant group delay
is also achieved along the pass-band except a high value near
the corner frequency.
Two control bits results in the tuning range of about 50%
from 300MHz to 500MHz with 4 frequency steps, postsimulation results are shown in Fig. 8.

TABLE I.

HIGH FREQUENCY LPF PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

Parameters

[4]

Technology
(CMOS)

0.18µm

Filter type

Elliptic

Order

6

Linear
Phase
7

500

200

150

250

240

380

1.8

3.3

2.3

2

1.2

1.2

14

60

90

216

24

5.6

-

500

200

250

-

300

Cutoff Freq.
(MHz)
Supply
voltage (V)
Power Cons.
(mW)
Input voltage
swing (mV)

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

0.35µm 0.35µm 0.25µm0.13µm

This work
0.13µm

Linear
RC
Eq.Rip Gm-C
Phase
Butterworth
4
7
5
6

of the filter with small current consumption. The cut-off
frequency is 380MHz with 40dB rejection at 600MHz. The
filter ripple is less than 1.5dB with almost constant group
delay along the pass-band. The designed filter, among the
first few designs of wideband active RC LPF, shows very
good performance making it really suitable for wideband
applications like UWB. The LPF is designed in 0.13µm
CMOS process from 1.2V supply. It consumes 4.6mA with
total chip size of 580 x 700 µm2.
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Figure 8. AC tuning characteristic of the LPF from 300 to 500MHz

The average NF is about 18dB in pass-band and increases
outside the corner frequency. Two-tone test shows 0dBm of
IIP3. The total current consumption of the LPF is 4.6 mA at
1.2V supply. Digital tuning circuit consumes almost no DC
current. The LPF performance of this work and other high
frequency ones are summarized for comparison in Table. 1.
The designed LPF shows the smallest power consumption
compared with other previous published LPFs for wideband
applications. In Fig. 9, the layout of the designed LPF is
shown, which is compact with the size of 580 x 700 µm2.

Figure 9. Layout of the designed LPF, 580µm x 700µm.

IV.

CONCLUSION

A low-power sharp-rejection LPF for IEEE 802.15.4a
UWB is presented. The circuit techniques for the bandwidth
extension and sharp stop-band characteristic is proposed by
superimposing the biquads with different cutoff frequencies
and Q-factors. A simple Op-amp can assure wide bandwidth
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